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Quick Recommendations

Best Quick Watch

After Ice

Best Climate Change Documentary

Breaking Boundaries: The Science of Our Planet

Best Choice for Fans of David Attenborough

Climate Change - the Facts

Best Choice for Unwinding

Clarkson’s Farm

Best Choice for Learning Something New

The Rights of Nature: A Global Movement

Best Choice for Human Geography

Fleeing climate change — the real environmental disaster | DW Documentary

Best Choice for Physical Geography

Kiss the Ground

YouTube

The Rights of Nature: A Global Movement

Available on YouTube

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (52 mins 43)

Western views and the legal system tend to view nature as property, and as a resource from which wealth is extracted, a

commodity whose only value is to provide for human needs. But for millennia indigenous communities have viewed

themselves as part of nature.

As pressures on ecosystems mount and as conventional laws seem increasingly inadequate to address environmental

degradation, communities, cities, regions and countries around the world are turning to a new legal strategy known as

The Rights of Nature.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXQuPsElKPo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuFNmH7lVTA


This film takes viewers on a journey that explores the more recent origins of this legal concept, and its application and

implementation in Ecuador, New Zealand, and the United States. Learn how constitutional reforms adopted in Ecuador

have helped recognize nature as a legal entity, and how partnerships between the Māori and the government of New

Zealand have led to personhood status for rivers, lakes and forests, and a renewed sense of balance between people and

nature. See how the Rights of Nature function in the urban setting of Santa Monica, California.

The film explores the successes and challenges inherent in creating new legal structures that have the potential to

maintain and restore ecosystems while achieving a balance between humans and nature.

Fleeing climate change — the real environmental disaster | DW Documentary

Available on YouTube

Watch the full film here (42 mins 25)

How many millions of people will be forced to leave their homes by 2050? This

documentary looks at the so-called hotspots of climate change in the Sahel zone,

Indonesia and the Russian Tundra. Really useful for human geography, as it looks

at climate refugees, with a particular focus on victims of desertification.

Treeline: The Secret Life of Trees

Available on YouTube

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (40 mins 17)

Patagonia Films presents Treeline: A Story Written in Rings, available in full for the first time. Follow a group of skiers,

snowboarders, scientists and healers to the birch forests of Japan, the red cedars of British Columbia and the

bristlecones of Nevada, as they explore an ancient story written in rings. Great for exploring human connections with

nature, and for seeing how sense of place can be fostered in the natural world.

  

Kokota: the Islet of Hope

Available on YouTube

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (29 mins)

Mbarouk Mussa Omar is from a small East African Island called Pemba. Nearly ten years ago he visited a tiny neighboring

islet called Kokota and was shocked by what he saw. Kokota was teetering towards collapse, and Mbarouk knew climate

change and deforestation were the culprits. He desperately wanted to help Kokota, but what could one poor man from

Pemba possibly do? Kokota: The Islet of Hope tells the story of Mbarouk’s quest to help Kokota. This short introduces

viewers to resilient people living on the front lines of climate change and tells the story of how these unlikely heroes

have managed to innovatively adapt to a warming climate and reforest their island. This inspirational film promises to

leave audiences around the world believing that simple solutions really can have huge impacts.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cl4Uv9_7KJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAuFIf2dNHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCEaYInJbos&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTKjJ-jPT2w&t=110s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRCRDfGZyq8


The Lost Forest

Available on YouTube

Watch the full film here (21 mins 55)

An international team of scientists and explorers, lead by Dr Julian Bayliss, go on an

extraordinary mission in Mozambique to reach a forest that no human has set foot in. The

team, including some of the world’s foremost climate change experts, aims to collect data

from the forest to help in our understanding of how climate change is affecting our planet.

But the forest sits atop a mountain, and to reach it, the team must first climb a sheer 100m

wall of rock. The scientists’ work is based on research conducted by the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change, recipients of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007.

Netflix

Seaspiracy

Available on Netflix

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (1hr 30 mins) (Age Rating: 15)

Find out more about Seaspiracy here

Seaspiracy examines the global fishing industry, challenging notions of

sustainable fishing and showing how human actions cause widespread

environmental destruction. Passionate about ocean life, a filmmaker sets out to

document the harm that humans do to marine species — and uncovers

alarming global corruption.

Breaking Boundaries: The Science of Our Planet

Available on Netflix

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (1 hour 14 mins) (Age Rating: PG)

Breaking Boundaries tells the story of the most important scientific discovery of our

time - that humanity has pushed Earth beyond the boundaries that have kept Earth

stable for 10,000 years, since the dawn of civilization. The 75-minute film takes the

audience on a journey of discovery of planetary thresholds we must not exceed, not

just for the stability of our planet, but for the future of humanity. It offers up the

solutions we can and must put in place now if we are to protect Earth’s life support

systems.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDoanNM7O_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Q5CXN7soQg
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/81014008
https://www.seaspiracy.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb6wQtNjblk
https://www.netflix.com/watch/81336476?trackId=13752289&tctx=0%2C0%2C97de0115333b44a355d6dd591acb3968d3fd30b0%3A3c39bdf15651126d4c90d095e84a97b1c06af62f%2C97de0115333b44a355d6dd591acb3968d3fd30b0%3A3c39bdf15651126d4c90d095e84a97b1c06af62f%2Cunknown%2C


Cowspiracy: the Sustainability Secret

Available on Netflix

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (1hr 30 mins) (Age Rating: 12)

Find out more about Cowspiracy here

A groundbreaking feature-length environmental documentary following an intrepid filmmaker

as he uncovers the most destructive industry facing the planet today, and investigates why the

world's leading environmental organizations are too afraid to talk about it.

Kiss the Ground

Available on Netflix

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (1 hour 24 mins) (Age Rating: PG)

Find out more about Kiss the Ground here

Have you ever considered the importance of soil in our lives and the

health of the planet? This documentary follows science experts and

celebrity activists unpack the ways in which the earth's soil may be the

key to combating climate change and preserving the planet.

Explained

Available on Netflix

Watch here (Age Rating: 15)

This series is a collection of short documentaries, an average of 20 minutes long, with a new episode every Friday. There

are some episodes which are directly focused on geographical topics, for example the episodes ‘Hurricanes’, ‘The End of

Oil’ and ‘The Future of Meat’, but there are plenty that are linked to geography, for example the episodes ‘Flags’ and

‘Sugar’. Why not challenge yourself to find the geographical links within an episode?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nV04zyfLyN4
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80033772
https://www.cowspiracy.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3-V1j-zMZw
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/81321999
https://kisstheground.com/
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80216752


Down to Earth with Zac Efron

Available on Netflix

Watch the trailer here

Watch the full film here (40 mins) (Age Rating: 12)

Find out more about Down to Earth with Zac Efron here

Actor Zac Efron journeys around the world with wellness expert Darin Olien in a

travel show that explores healthy, sustainable ways to live. Each episode focuses

on a new country around the world, ranging from Iceland to Costa Rica, therefore

if you are also interested in a specific location, this series is great to enhance your

case studies!

72 Dangerous Places to Live

Available on Netflix

Watch full film here (45 mins) (Age Rating: PG)

This 6 part series focuses on a new hazard in each episode, ranging from volcanoes to

tsunamis. Get up close and personal with avalanches, fiery volcanoes and other natural

cataclysms, and learn why some choose to live in their destructive paths. This series is

great for all year groups, particularly if you are interested in studying Geography at A-level

as we study ‘Hazards’ as one of the physical geography topics.

Magical Andes

Available on Netflix

Watch here (Age Rating: U)

From Argentina to Colombia, journey through South America's mountains and meet

the people whose bond with the Andes has led them to live unique lives. The two

seasons of this show are brilliant if you have been missing travelling or are

interested in exploring South America from the comfort of your sofa!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMzYiY5wcHU
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80230601
https://downtoearthzacefron.com/
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80103006
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/81154549


Our Planet - Behind The Scenes

Available on Netflix

Watch full film here (1 hour and 3 mins) (Age Rating: U)

Find out more about Our Planet here

Years spent recording footage of creatures from every corner of the globe is bound to

produce a bit of drama. Here's a behind-the-scenes look - often not the way you see

documentaries, but brilliant to understand not only the geography behind the locations,

but also the world of producing the famous documentaries you always see on TV!

Chasing Coral

Available on Netflix

Watch trailer here

Watch full film here (1 hour 29) (Age Rating: PG)

Find out more about Chasing Coral here

Coral reefs around the world are vanishing at an unprecedented rate. A team of divers,

photographers and scientists set out on a thrilling ocean adventure to discover why and to

reveal the underwater mystery to the world.

Prime Video

Clarkson’s Farm

Available on Prime Video

Watch here (Age Rating: 15)

While not the normal geography documentary you might think of, this series

shows the world of farming in the UK and the geographical issues linked to it. It

is also a very funny watch so if you want to just unwind, we would recommend

this one!

Honeyland

Available to rent on Amazon Prime

Watch the trailer here

Watch here (1 hour 25) (Age Rating: 12)

This film, which explores the story of traditional Macedonian beekeepers depicts the relationships

between humans and the natural world in a beautiful and cinematic manner.
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https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/81082125
https://www.ourplanet.com/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6fHA9R2cKI
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80168188
https://www.chasingcoral.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Clarksons-Farm-Season-1/dp/B095RNXQDY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B27ORUHlp6E
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Honeyland-Hatidze-Muratova/dp/B07Z8LJ2WH/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2NYQWLJMH2SIE&dchild=1&keywords=honeyland&qid=1635888710&s=instant-video&sprefix=honeyland%2Cinstant-video%2C606&sr=1-1


BBC iPlayer

Race Across the World

Available on BBC iPlayer

Watch here

This two season series follows pairs of travellers as they race across the world using any

means of transport apart from a plane! They have to survive the journey with only the money

they would get for a plane fare, leading to often very interesting forms of travel and tense

moments… Very interesting to watch to see changing landscapes, cultures and people and

get an overview of so many different countries across the world.

Climate Change - the Facts

Available on BBC iPlayer

Watch trailer here

Watch full film here (1 hour)

After one of the hottest years on record, Sir David Attenborough looks at

the science of climate change and potential solutions to this global threat.

Vimeo

After Ice

Available on Vimeo

Watch the trailer here

Watch the short film here (12 mins 20)

Glaciers reflect our past and reveal our future. This short film overlays

imagery from the archives of the National Land Survey of Iceland with

current day footage of six outlet glaciers in the Hornafjörður region of

Southeast Iceland to reveal the breathtaking story of a rapidly

disappearing frozen world.

Other

Climate Emergency: Feedback Loops

Watch the five short films and find out more here

(13:09 minutes; 14:10 minutes; 10:55 minutes, 8:45 minutes, 10:35 minutes)
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0002tvs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p075tsy2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m00049b1
https://vimeo.com/381247648
https://vimeo.com/504355699
https://feedbackloopsclimate.com/

